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ABSTRACT
Traditional changepoint detection methods look for bound-
aries that are defined as abrupt variations in the genera-
tive parameters of a data sequence. However, we observe
that breakpoints – human-specified boundaries – occur on
more subtle boundaries that are non-trivial to detect with
these statistical methods. In this work, we propose a new
semi-supervised approach, based on deep learning, that out-
performs existing techniques and learns the more subtle
breakpoint boundaries with a high accuracy. Through exten-
sive experiments on various real-world data sets – including
human-activity sensing data, speech signals, and electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) activity traces – we demonstrate the
effectiveness of our algorithm for practical applications. Fur-
thermore, we show that our approach achieves significantly
better performance than previous methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Changepoints are abrupt changes in the trends of a data
sequence. Bayesian techniques [1–3, 6, 7] discover these by
looking for changes in the parameters of the distribution that
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generates the sequence. Considering the generality of this
problem, many techniques exist in the literature [1–3, 6, 7].
These techniques attempt to capture the generative process
through a pre-determined model and aim to look for changes
in the parameters of the generative process. For learning
expert-specified boundaries, these models often fail – since
such changes are not easily captured by a pre-specifiedmodel
of the generative process and changepoints do not typically
fall along parameter-shift boundaries.
The changepoints specified by experts often arise when

the state transition is a function of latent temporal proper-
ties of an underlying process that are difficult to capture
in a pre-specified model. These rules are encoded as latent
features in these traces and practically impossible to detect
with the existing generative-model based changepoint de-
tection algorithms. To differentiate from these statistically-
detectable changepoints, we hereafter refer to the human-
specified changepoints as breakpoints. Furthermore, we pro-
pose a novel algorithm that uses deep learning techniques
to detect breakpoints without any prior assumptions about
the generative process. Our method automatically learns the
features that are most useful to represent the input data and
thus can discover hidden structure in real-world time series
data. Note that our approach has broad applicability for gen-
eral changepoint detection even outside of its application to
breakpoint detection as considered in this paper.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of our approach to a Bayesian
changepoint detection technique from the literature [1]. Our
technique requires careful parameter tuning however, in this
work we discovered a simple, reliable tuning heuristic that
works for all the data sets we tested. We discuss this technique
in later sections.

2 BREAKPOINT DETECTION
After we extract the representative features of the input data
through the deep learning technique described above, we
calculate the distance between two features corresponding
to consecutive time windows. For the t-th timestamp, the
distance between the consecutive features ft and ft−1 can
be computed as

Dist t =
| | ft − ft−1 | |2√
| | ft | |2 × || ft−1 | |2

(1)
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Figure 1: The performance of breakpoint detection under different methods using a smartphone sensor data set
for activity recognition [4]. The green line represents the original signal and the red circle line is the ground truth
of breakpoints. The yellow star lines in (a) represents the detected breakpoints by using existing Bayesianmethod.
The blue triangle lines in (b) represent the detected breakpoints by using ourmethod.We can see that ourmethod
significantly outperforms the previous approaches in finding breakpoints for real-world applications.
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Figure 2: Pipeline for our breakpoint detection system. We first segment the input data into a series of windows
and then apply autoencoder models in deep learning to extract representative features for the input data. These
extracted features can then be utilized to calculate the distance between consecutive windows and the timestamps
corresponding to local-maximal distance can be detected as breakpoints.

where the numerator is the Euclidean distance [5] between
features corresponding to consecutive time windows, and
the denominator serves as a normalization term.
Based on the computed distance of {Dist t }T /Nw

t=1 in Eq. 1,
we construct a distance curve and select all the peaks (local-
maximal) in the curve as breakpoints detected by our ap-
proach (see details in Figure 2).
It is worth noting that our approach can be broadly ap-

plied for general changepoint detection even outside of its
application to breakpoint detection as considered in this pa-
per. Compared with the state-of-the-art methods [1–3, 6, 7],
our approach 1) has no assumption on the generative mod-
els for the input data and 2) the features are automatically
extracted from the input data making them representative
for analysis.
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